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Financial Highlights 1

・Consolidated net sales continued to increase at a rapid 
pace, increasing 93.7% YoY to ¥1.93 billion for Q3 YTD.

・Net sales of both PFM and MF Cloud services rose 
significantly for Q3 YTD, increasing 81.7% YoY and 
108.4% YoY respectively.

・We are steadily closing in on our full-year net sales 
forecast of ¥2.68 billion.

・ Operating loss excluding advertising expenses 
improved significantly YoY.



Topics 2

・The number of users of Money Forward—automated 
personal financial management service—exceeded 5.5 
million.

・We released SiraTama—a new automatic savings app 
for individuals.

・We launched MF KESSAI—an inter-company post-pay 
settlement service. 

・We have agreed to release a customized version of MF 
Cloud Accounting/Tax Return for customers of The 
Fukui Bank, Ltd. and North Pacific Bank, Ltd.

・We formed capital and business alliances with two 
companies to expand the crowdfunding market and 
provide users with new means of asset creation.



About Us



Mission/Vision/Values

We alleviate individuals’ concerns and insecure feelings about personal 
finance, boost businesses’ growth potential, and aspire to become largest 
financial platform in Japan.
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Mission

Money Forward. Move your life forward.
‘Money’ may be nothing more than a tool for living. However, money is also essential for guarding ourselves and our families, as well as for realizing our dreams.
Money Forward contributes to building a better society by providing services that enable users to “see money in a positive light and broaden their range of 
opportunities,” thereby significantly enriching their lives.

Vision

Becoming the financial platform for all.
We aim to solve financial issues of all individuals and businesses through building an open and fair financial platform and providing essential services.

Values

User Focus
Defying all obstacles, we will retain a user-
oriented stance at all times, grasping users’ 
substantive issues and delivering solutions that 
exceed their expectations.

Technology Driven
We believe technology to be a major driver in 
changing the world. We will therefore delve 
deeper into technology and provide society with 
deriving services, and thus unceasingly drive 
innovation.

Fairness
We pledge to be fair and open to all 
stakeholders including our users, employees, 
shareholders and society as a whole.



Mainstay Services

We provide both B2C and B2B services.
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PFM Services (B2C) MF Cloud Services (B2B)

We eliminate all money-related concerns of 
individuals to move their lives forward.

We resolve businesses’ managerial issues
to move the Japanese economy forward.

* PFM: Personal Financial Management



Money Forward—Automated Personal Financial 
Management (PFM) Service 
Money Forward has the top share in PFM apps. The number of users 
exceeded 5.5 million in September 2017, with one out of every four PFM 
app users now using Money Forward.
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No.1 coverage: links with 2,600+ financial services/
Automatically creates household accounting books by 

aggregating multiple accounts No. of users and market share

No. of users

Market share

* Based on research by Money Forward, Inc. as of Sep. 29, 2017

Credit card

Bank

Electronic money

Pension
Mobile phone

Online shopping

Miles

Securities

Dec. 2012 Sep. 2017

Release
1mn

5.5mn

Source: Mar. 23 to 27, 2017, Rakuten Research, Inc.,
“PFM app currently used”
Survey targets: 685 PFM app users in their 20s to 60s

2mn

3mn

4mn

5mn

* Based on research by Money Forward, Inc. as of July 31, 2017

Connects Automatically 
classifies

Visualizes



Media and Events

We provide MONEY PLUS—a practical economic media—to convey money-
related topics, and also organize various events and seminars to propagate 
accurate knowledge about money.
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MONEY PLUS—practical economic media “Money EXPO” and seminars

MONEY PLUS aims to encourage readers to familiarize themselves with 
money, which is often considered a complex matter. It delivers wide 
ranging information on how to use money wisely as a tool for living.

We also convey information directly at large events such as “Money 
EXPO”—where participants learn comprehensively about money, and 
which attracted 2,000 participants in Nov. 2016—and “Money Forward 
Real Estate Investment: One Day School.”

A practical economic media that enriches 
readers’ lives now and in the future



Fintech Services

We deploy B2B2C businesses including Money Forward for XX targeting 
customers of 12 financial institutions(*), and provision of APIs for business 
corporation-operated services. * As of Aug. 2017
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Services for financial institution customers Provision of API to business corporations

Yahoo! Finance (provided by Yahoo Japan Corporation)

・Asset data saved in Money Forward is listed on the Yahoo! 
Finance app.

・Asset statements can be calculated in real time by combining 
data from both services.

・Released in September 2014 as the first project to use Money 
Forward’s API.

Happy E-Miru Den (provided by Kansai Electric Power 
Co., Inc.)

・Happy E-Miru Den is an online service provided by Kansai 
Electric Power, with some 1.3 million members (as of Sep. 
2015).

・It provides a bankbook in which various points can be 
collectively managed using Money Forward’s API.

・Released in Oct. 2015.

Toranoko (provided by TORANOTEC)

・Toranoko is a service that accumulates spare change data 
and uses that amount for investment.

・It automatically links spare change data from users’ daily 
shopping using Money Forward’s API.

・Released in June 2017.

Money Forward for XX

Simple Bankbook

SBI Sumishin 
Net Bank

YMFG Shizuoka Bank MONIQUE

Toho Bank Gunma Bank Shiga Bank Fukui Bank

Okazaki 
Shinkin Bank

Michinoku 
Bank

Tsukuba Bank Tokyo Star Bank

Gunma Bank



MF Cloud Series : Features 9

The MF Cloud Series is a SaaS(*)-type service platform for businesses 
providing comprehensive services for back office operations. *SaaS: Software as a Service

Tapping into the dissemination of cloud computing, we provide systems that would usually require large 
initial investments in the form of SaaS, thereby offering the benefits of IT to all businesses ranging from 

small businesses to large enterprises.

MF Cloud Accounting/Tax Return, MF Cloud Invoice, MF Cloud Payroll,
MF Cloud Reconciliation, MF Cloud My Number, 

MF Cloud Expense, MF Cloud Finance



Solid Alliance with Accounting Firms 10

We aim to maintain the highest market share in accounting software used 
by accounting firms. 2,400+ accounting firms currently use our service.

Cloud accounting software installed/
to be installed by clients of accounting firms 

(total no. of companies)

Source: Summarized by Money Forward, Inc. 
based on “Survey on cloud accounting 
software for accounting firms” by 
Business Management Service, June 
2017.
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Alliances with Business Corporations 11

We collaborate with leading companies in various industries and aim to 
further increase our market share.

ASKUL Corporation

Provides MF Cloud Series to 1.4 

million customers.

Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc.

Provides MF Cloud Series to 

customers.

SOURCENEXT CORPORATION

Provides cloud accounting/tax return 

software at electronics retail stores 

nationwide.

USEN CORPORATION

Provides accounting software to 

restaurants.

SMS CO., LTD.

Provides accounting software to nursing 

care service providers.

Tokyu Housing Lease Corporation
Provides cloud services to real 

estate owners.

Yamato Transport Co., Ltd.
Provides Invoice Operation Cloud Support

to businesses.

Investors Cloud Co., Ltd.
Provides cloud services to real 

estate owners.

Credit Saison Co., Ltd.
Fully supports Saison Connect API

* Company logos are extracted from respective company websites, etc.



Financial Highlights



Net Sales

We achieved substantial YoY growth, with consolidated net sales for Q3 
YTD reaching ¥1.93 billion.
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(¥ mn) □ Net sales

+93.7% YoY
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Note: Values for FY11/16 are shown as results for Money Forward, Inc. alone since there were no consolidated subsidiaries prior to FY11/17.
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Net Sales

Net sales of both PFM and MF Cloud services increased significantly for 
Q3 YTD, reaching ¥0.9 billion and ¥1.02 billion respectively.
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(¥ mn) ■ Net sales of PFM services

+108.4%+81.7%

(¥ mn) ■ Net sales of MF Cloud services
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Trends in Net Sales

Net sales have soared rapidly and are expected to increase 73.8% YoY in 
FY11/17.
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(¥ mn)

2,681
(FY11/17 forecast)

+73.8% YoY
(forecast)
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Net Sales vs. Forecast

We are steadily closing in on our full-year net sales forecast. In addition, 
we plan to hold a large-scale event in Q4.
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(¥ mn)

Achievement rate

72.2%
Actual
1,935

Full-year forecast
2,681



Operating Profit/Loss

We made upfront investments through online promotions. Operating loss 
excluding advertising expenses has improved at a steady pace.
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Operating loss (excl. advertising expenses)□ Operating loss □

(¥ mn)
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Operating Profit/Loss vs. Forecast

As per our plan, we invested in advertising expenses including online 
promotions, and recruiting talents to reinforce our organizational strength 
for the purpose of achieving medium- to long-term growth.
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(¥ mn)

Actual
-720

Forecast
-995

Actual-to-forecast ratio

72.4%



PFM Services



42%

24%

34%

PFM Services: Revenue Profile

We maintain a well-balanced revenue profile among three pillars: revenues 
from premium charges, revenues from media/advertising and revenues 
from B2B2C businesses.
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Revenues from premium charges

Monthly charge for Money Forward—
automated personal financial management 
service

Revenues from media/advertising

・ Advertising revenues from MONEY PLUS—practical 
economic media 

・Revenues from events (Money EXPO) and seminars 
(e.g., on real estate and DC plan)

Revenues from B2B2C businesses

・Charge from Money Forward for XX—service for 
financial institution/business corporation customers

・API usage charge from business corporations

Results for Q3 YTD (Dec. 1, 2016 to Aug. 31, 2017)



Net Sales of PFM Services

Net sales increased significantly mainly on revenues from premium charges 
and B2B2C businesses.
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(¥ mn) ■ Revenues from premium charges ■ Revenues from media/advertising □ Revenues from B2B2C businesses
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MF Cloud Services



87%

13%

MF Cloud Services: Revenue Profile 23

Over 80% is covered by revenues from web channel and direct marketing 
channel.

Revenues from MF Cloud Series sales

・Direct sales to business corporations and 
accounting firms, etc.

・Online sales through promotions, etc.

Revenues from alliance businesses

・Provision of OEM and other services to 
leading companies in various industries

Results for Q3 YTD (Dec. 1, 2016 to Aug. 31, 2017)
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Net Sales of MF Cloud Services 24

Revenues from MF Cloud Series sales increased significantly.

(¥ mn) ■ Revenues from MF Cloud Series sales □ Revenues from alliance businesses

Revenues from MF Cloud 
Series sales

+124.4%

Revenues from alliance 
businesses

+40.6%



Topics



Main Topics 26

PFM Services
・The number of users has exceeded 5.5 million.
・We started an API connection with LINE Pay.
・We released SiraTama.
・We will release a customized PFM service for customers of Mitsui 

Fudosan Co., Ltd soon.

MF Cloud Services
・We started providing MF KESSAI. 
・We have agreed to release a customized version of MF Cloud 

Accounting/Tax Return for customers of The Fukui Bank, Ltd and 
North Pacific Bank, Ltd.

Other
・We formed a capital and business alliance with two crowdfunding 

companies.
・We have agreed to start an official API connection for account 

information reference with the North Pacific Bank, Ltd. and The 
Chiba Bank, Ltd. by connecting to the TSUBASA Fintech common 
platform from spring of 2018.



SiraTama—Savings App that Makes Life More Fun

SiraTama is an automatic savings app that enables users to unconsciously 
(“sira”zu) save money (“tama”ru) based on the concept to “make every day 
more delightful and a bit more luxurious.”
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Unconsciously (“sira”zu) 
save money (“tama”ru)

Savings app that makes life more fun
Enjoy saving; enjoy life.

Save coins/spare change 
without even knowing it.

Way to save #1 Way to save #2

Save 
coins

Save 
spare change

¥300 every month Pay ¥500 save change

¥460 ¥40

Recommended for those who: 

can’t make saving a habit
don’t know how much to save

Recommended for those who: 

have never made saving a habit
consider their bank account   
balance as their savings



Outsourcing Services for Administrative Tasks; 
e.g. Invoicing and Collections
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We take operational efficiency one step further to provide new services in 
the realm of payment with an aim to improve cash flows.

Simple and safe; a new inter-company post-pay settlement method

Making complex and risky credit sales (inter-company post-pay settlements) 
more simple and safe. The new credit sales method offered by MF KESSAI 

does not require any knowledge or accompany extra operations or risks.

Screen 
credit-

worthiness

Enter 
invoice

Issue and 
send 

invoice

Monitor 
payment

Remind 
payment

Seller



MF Cloud Accounting/Tax Return for Financial 
Institution Customers
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We have formed business alliances with The Fukui Bank, Ltd. and North 
Pacific Bank, Ltd. We expect our user base to expand further as financial 
institution customers start using our services.

Scheduled to start by 
spring of 2018 for North 
Pacific Bank

Scheduled to start by 
the end of 2017 for 
Fukui Bank

MF Cloud Accounting/Tax Return 
for XX Bank

MF Cloud Finance

Capture daily accounting info in real time

Provide funds based on accounting info
Register 
accounting 
data/link to bank 
account

Share accounting 
data in real time

Bank XX
Small 

businesses
Business consulting/
monitoring/funding

Screen creditworthiness 
based on combined 
accounting data



Capital and Business Alliances

We facilitate the expansion of the Japanese crowdfunding market as a 
step toward realizing our vision of “becoming the financial platform for all.”
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We formed a capital and business alliance with 
CAMPFIRE and LIFULL Social Funding.

We promote the expansion of the Japanese crowdfunding market.



Medium- to Long-term 
Strategies and 
Future Outlook



Medium- to Long-term Strategies 32

Growth Strategy
Since our business is mainly subscription model, we will prioritize 
maximizing the present value of medium- to long-term cash flows.

Human Resource Strategy
We will consistently invest in recruitment of exceptional talents and 
human resource development.

Brand Strategy
We will invest in enhancing brand awareness, while also focusing on 
social contributions and fostering a supportive corporate culture.

Contributions in Various Fields
We will make contributions to the realm of Fintech and to advances 
in technology.



ROI in SaaS Business (Web Marketing) 33

As users acquired through online promotions etc. continue using the service, 
cost per acquisition (CPA) is recovered within a given period and contribute to 
profits after that.

(¥ 10,000) □ CPA ■ Revenue per customer ■ Accumulated profits/losses

* Simulated based on the assumption that CPA is ¥30,000, and unit price per user is ¥5,000 per month.
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Orders received are recognized as net sales according to the monthly usage. 
Profits will continue after monthly net sales exceed monthly personnel 
expenses.

(¥ 10,000) □ Orders received per sales personnel ■ Net sales □ Personnel expenses per sales personnel ■ Monthly profit/loss

* Simulated based on the assumption that orders received per sales personnel is ¥1.2 mn per month, contract year is 1 year, and 
personnel expenses per sales personnel is ¥0.5 mn per month.
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ROI in SaaS Business (Direct Marketing)



Growth Strategies 35

1 Customer base expansion

2 ARPU enhancement / 
Monetize acceleration

3 Launch of new services

4 Value creation with 
data utilization



Progress in Growth Strategies 

We have expanded our user base with an aim to maintain our top market 
share position in Japan for both individual and businesses. At the same 
time, we are aiming to bolster our earning capabilities.
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Customer base 
expansion

・Over 5.5 million individuals now use Money Forward.
・We are promoting the use of MF Cloud through provision of MF 

Cloud Accounting/Tax Return to financial institution customers.

ARPU enhancement 
/ Monetize 

acceleration

・Net sales for Q3 YTD increased by 93.7% YoY.
・Operating loss excluding advertising expenses improved 

significantly.

1

2



Progress in Growth Strategies 

We launched new services, and are striving to develop and deliver value-
added services by utilizing data.
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Launch of new 
services

・We released SiraTama.
・We launched MF KESSAI.

Value creation with 
data utilization

・We plan to offer value-added services unique to our company 
by leveraging on accumulated big data.

3

4



Growth Strategies

We will aspire to grow further by expanding our user base, strengthening 
our monetization capabilities, extending our service lineup, and adding 
value by utilizing data.
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Net sales

FutureFY11/17

Revenues from MF Cloud Series sales

Revenues from alliance businesses

Revenues from B2B2C businesses

Revenues from media/advertising

Revenues from premium charges

New service lineup and
new businesses utilizing data



Disclaimer

The forward-looking statements and other contents included in this material are determined based on information 
currently available, and may be subject to change due to macro economic trends, changes in the market 
environment or industry in which the Group operates, or for other internal/external factors. Money Forward, Inc. 
shall not represent or warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this material.

This material is an excerpt translation of the original Japanese material and is only for reference purposes. In the 
event of any discrepancy between this translated material and the original Japanese material, the latter shall 
prevail. 


